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An exciting new series featuring, flaps, touch-and-feel textures, and incredible pop-out

surprises!Featuring sheepdogs, tractors, cows, horses, and more, Pop-up Peekaboo: Farm will

surprise and delight little minds.
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I bought this for my son when he was four months old. It was the FIRST book that he ever laughed

at when the animals popped off the pages. Since then we have read it every night before bedtime.

Every time he sees me holding it, he runs to me to sit on my lap. It has been a great bonding

experience to read this book with him every night. He's 12 months old and still loves it. I would

definitely buy this book for other children his age.

My son is now 22 months old and this is his FAVORITE book on the shelf. The flaps are very sturdy

so he can open the pop-up sections without harming the delicate pop-ups inside. We read this book

together and have yet to damage a pop up. He really enjoys making the sounds of the animals as

we open the pages. This book can be used to teach animal names, counting, animal sounds, and

directional vocabulary. The colors are bright and bold. The illustrations appear to be part drawing

and part photographs of cute stuffed animals. This is a quality book, not surprised it is a DK!



I am pleasantly surprised by the cuteness (animal pics are cute, recognizable stuffed animals),

simple but sweet rhymes, and quality of this book. I've bought A LOT of children's book for my three

kids and this is one of the few that's made me write a review. My 7-month old was so captivated by

the book, she didn't even reach out to grab it, which has never happened! I also really like that the

book is larger than the usual animal baby board books, but not too large.

This pop up book is so far the best one I've encountered and still my 10 month old's favorite book

even though I've been reading it to him for a while. He has loved it since day one. He loves to pull

down flaps, which cover the pop up animals very well. The pop ups are well done, made of hard

cardboard and very creative. Unfortunately my baby loves it so much that he's pulled off one of the

chicken and took off the head of the goose - because he is very strong (and because I allow him to

explore the book), and not because it is not well made.

One of my 18 month old's absolute favorite books. Every time he pulls this book out of his book

shelf, we're in for reading it 5 times in a row or more. He loves the pop ups and loves the surprise of

pulling back each "cover" on the page to reveal the surprises inside.The art is great and it's a simple

story that helps to practice different animal sounds and even some light counting involved. It's short

(5 or 6 pages), but very well done. Hard to give it anything less than 5 stars when I see how happy it

makes my son.

My baby niece loves this book. She is 1 year old and loves the animals that pop out at her every

time she turns the page.The only thing I will recommend is that you always read the book with her. I

allowed her to flip through the book herself once, and she ripped out one of the pop ups.This book is

great and comes at a great price.

As other reviews have stated the pages are much thicker which can help resist tearing however the

weakest point is still where it connects with the actual page. The pop ups have lasted longer then

the other books we have but there's really nothing you can do to stop the little one from pulling at a

certain point in the pop up to dislodge it from the page. The pictures could be a little better. Overall a

very good book.

My daughter loves this book. We have other books from the same series. Each page has a pop up

element and encourage children to touch and find what lies underneath a door or a boat etc. I



bought this to occupy my child on a plane and it worked. She ended up destroying it but she did

enjoy it first!
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